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Is UNSILO Reviewer Finder a UI product or an
API?
UNSILO Reviewer Finder is an API that integrates with Manuscript Tracking Systems (MTS). To
demonstrate the capabilities of this API, UNSILO has developed a showcase UI for its features that
editors and other trial users can trial. The normal customer adoption procedure is to trial the
showcase, and if they are interested in adopting the product, then requesting an integration with an
MTS or making use of an already existing integration with an MTS. Integrations are either built or
being developed for several MTS suites. Read more in What systems offer integration with the API?

What are the key benefits?
●

Auto-match manuscripts to reviewers independently of generic/ manual keyword tags.

●

Find reviewers based on analyses that include their most recently published papers.

●

Related H-indexes that are calculated relative to the context of each individual manuscript.

●

Auto-match reviewers to manuscripts across synonymous terms and abbreviations.

●

Email addresses can automatically filter to show the most recently published address.

●

Automatically detect and filter out 3-year co-author and current co-affiliation COIs.

●

Avoid sending invites to reviewers that are not in scope with their published expertise.

●

Easily integrate the Reviewer Finder API to surface results in your existing review system.

●

Reviewer Finder does not replace humans: the editor decides which reviewers to contact.

What subjects does it find reviewers in?
UNSILO and the Reviewer Finder use a technology that is based around a background corpus.
Currently, PubMed serves as the backdrop for Reviewer Finder. Suitable manuscripts only include
those that match PubMed’s scope of biomedical, health, and life sciences research. The technology is
domain agnostic, and we are working on expansion into other subjects.

What systems offer integration with the API?
We are keen to provide integration with any MTS software that you use.We are currently working on
Q1 2020 integrations with Editorial Manager and Manuscript Manager. Trials are underway with eJP
and BenchPress customers that could prompt integrations, and other proprietary systems are also
most welcome to integrate the API, as done by PeerJ. ScholarOne currently are not planning to
integrate the service, so we recommend that interested customers trial the UNSILO web showcase
first, and pending their trial conclusions, contact ScholarOne to make their interests known. Contact
us to discuss integration with these or any other systems: info@unsilo.ai.

What does it cost?
We offer Reviewer Finder at very competitive tier pricing based on the amount of annual submissions
across all participating journals per customer, and we offer discount incentives for onboarding,
multi-year license agreements, and purchase of multiple products. Estimate base pricing for Reviewer
Finder in the table below and contact us for a conversation about possible discounts and a quote:
info@unsilo.ai.
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How do I get trial access?
We offer journals and publishers 1-month non-binding trials via a secure UNSILO web showcase.
Contact us to enquire about trial access: info@unsilo.ai. If you are a systems owner who wants to
consider trial API integration with your system, please review Where can I find API documentation?

What file formats are accepted?
The solution accepts .doc, .docx, txt, and .pdf. The solution does not yet support LaTeX files.

How does UNSILO Related H-index work?
Reviewer Finder provides a range of decision support proxies that help editors assess suitability of
reviewers. One such proxy is the unique UNSILO Related H-index.
●

Traditional H-indexes do not necessarily say much about a reviewer’s matching with a
manuscript. Some of a reviewer’s publications and citations may not relate much to the topic of a
given manuscript.

●

UNSILO Related H-indexes count reviewer publications that are similar, or as we say ‘related’, to
a manuscript. A reviewer’s expertise may vary on different topics, and as a result, the reviewer
may score different H-indexes for different manuscripts .

●

The H-index figures are for reference only, and can be ignored if you prefer to use other metrics.

A generic H-index of 20 means that the researcher has 20 papers, each of which has been cited 20+
times. An UNSILO Related H-index of 20 means that the researcher has 20 papers that are related to
the manuscript you need reviewers for, and each of which has been cited 20+ times.

How does concept grouping work?
The solution matches reviewers with manuscripts based on overarching subjects that emerge when
the software vectors and clusters concepts extracted from manuscripts and reviewer publication
histories. This improves matching of more reviewers with niche/ edge content, and matching of
manuscripts with reviewers who have smaller concept fingerprints. For more on concepts, please read
What are concepts?
Imagine that the software extracts 100 concepts from a manuscript and 100 concepts from a reviewer
profile, but only finds direct overlaps between concepts on 40%. Initially one may assume the
reviewer is not appropriate. However, if the software clusters and groups the concepts into
overarching topics, one may discover that the reviewer does indeed match the manuscript through
the mix of overarching topics and concepts. Contact us to test how well it works: info@unsilo.ai.

What are concepts?
Concepts are words and phrases in a text that UNSILO software detects as significant compared to all
the other texts in the corpus. They can be imagined as the 'fingerprint' of texts. UNSILO software
identifies concepts without the use of any pre-existing taxonomy or ontology, but by analyzing text.
Concepts are the pieces of text that define what any given sentence is about, without any of the filler
words. Take for instance the sentence:
“However, HCV genotype 3 responds slightly less well to sofosbuvir-based therapies than other
genotypes”.
The high level concepts here are:
● HCV genotype 3
● Sofosbuvir-based therapies
● genotypes
Now scale this analysis across all the sentences in a text for a full fingerprint. UNSILO software
recognizes the concepts and automatically scores them for importance in the entire text. Concepts
form the basis of many UNSILO services, including Reviewer Finder’s ability to match manuscripts
with the publication data of potential reviewers.

What are the software license agreement terms?
Contact us for our software license agreement: info@unsilo.ai.

What happens to uploaded content after
reviewer suggestions are generated?
UNSILO guards the confidentiality of uploaded content and never shares it with third parties or
reproduces the original text of uploaded content. UNSILO may train machine learning models and
build algorithms to recognize and extract structural and qualitative aspects of the content, and any
mathematical models, algorithms, and digital representations of knowledge trained on the content
belongs to UNSILO, but the original content remains the copyright of the author or publisher.
To facilitate seamless user access, service debugging, and technical support, content is stored for a
caching period of up to 30 days after the last user interaction with the content, after which period all
content is securely deleted. In order to provide analytics and trend analysis to our partners and users,
UNSILO may store limited metrics and statistical information deduced from content beyond the
Caching Period, including i) Concept Fingerprints, ii) Metadata such as Author Information, and iii)
Aggregated Concept Scores. UNSILO guarantees that the original full text of content cannot in any way
be reconstructed from information persisted beyond the caching period.

Where can I find API documentation?
Read here for the latest Reviewer Finder API documentation

How often is the software updated?
The backdrop that is analyzed in order to find reviewers is updated daily with new publications. The
software itself is updated as often as weekly, and improvements are communicated to customers in
release updates.

